Abnormality of semantic network in patients with Alzheimer's disease. Evidence from verbal, perceptual, and olfactory domains.
A series of studies was initiated to model the organization of semantic memory in Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients using multidimensional scaling (MDS) and Pathfinder analyses. The resulting models (cognitive maps or semantic networks) embed studied stimuli in a coordinate space or network where distances between points are assumed to reflect psychological proximity between items. The organization of semantic networks in verbal and sensory domains were modeled based upon the frequency of the subject's choice of two concepts as most alike. Results suggested that while the organization of concepts in the semantic networks of AD patients was primarily based upon a concrete perceptual dimension in both verbal and olfactory domains, those of normal controls subjects were predominantly organized by an abstract conceptual attribute. Also, networks of AD patients were more complex and chaotic than normal, that is, they consisted of more unnecessary connections and of atypical strengths of association between concepts.